Balconi Telecomunications is an award winning WA based engineering group, having developed a TV Broadcast Video streaming product using Wireless and copper internet connections. This product is now in a detailed test phase of development.

Balconi are seeking 2 or 3 Engineering students for a 9 - 10 week period to assist with field tests in Western Australia. The tests are expected to be conducted from late November to the third week of February 2012.

The Project will include the following:-

• Introduction to the Broadcast Industry and training to conduct the tests.
• Visits to TV Studios to understand some of the issues TV Networks are experiencing.
• Conducting field tests.
• Evaluating and writing field test performance reports.

The students will liaise with the end clients who are the Seven Network in Perth and Prime Network in Bunbury. You will spend some time at the TV studio to get an understanding of how the Broadcast Industry manage Live Programs within their network.

Students must have a current WA driver’s licence.

Salaries are to be negotiated.

If you are interested in assisting with this exciting and ground breaking project please contact one of the following for more information.

Dr Walter Green
Chair of Curtin University ECE Advisory Council
Email: ceg@westnet.com.au

Con Michael
Managing Director
Balconi Telecommunications
Email: con@balconi.com.au
www.balconi.com.au
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